Porsche Limited Slip Differential (PSD)
928 S4/GT
Servicing the PSD System without the use of the “BOSCH Hammer”.
Refer to:
Technical Bulletins:
1.

“Servicing the PSD Pressure Accumulator”,
Model 8 Cyl, Group 3, Part Identifier 3983, Number 9603.
Models affected: All 928’s From Year Model 1990.
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2.

“Fluid Reservoir for PSD System”,
Model 8 Cyl, Group 3, Part Identifier 3986, Number 9604.
Models affected: 928 Model Year 1990.
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Manuals:
1.

POWER TRANSMISSION – Porsche Limited Slip Differential (PSD)
928 S4/GT.
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2.

RUNNING GEAR – Porsche Limited Slip Differential (PSD)
928 S4/GT
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3.

928 Factory Service Manual Section;
Volume II, Transmission
D39 – 206i
Volume III, Transmission
D39 – 201 through 202b
D39 – 257 through 260.

There is also a very good description of the “PSD Fluid Flushing Procedure” on the 928
Owners Club web site under Journals, however it is for member only at
http//www.928oc.org
Safety First:
Caution: The PSD system can have up to 180 bar of internal pressure. Use protective
eye goggles and hand gloves when bleeding off pressure.
Legal Notice:
The author accepts no legal liability or responsibility what-so-ever for the work described
within this document.
Tools Required:
1. Jumper lead for supplying power to high pressure pump motor via relay.

Picture of Jumper Lead
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2. 2 * Jumper leads for powering PSD Solenoide (magnetic locking valve
assembly);

Picture of Jumper Leads
3. Ring spanners or short handle open ended spanners;

Picture of Spanners
4. 8 mm socket
5. Auto Brake Bleeder as per photograph or clear plastic hose;
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Picture of Auto Bleeder
6. Auto Brake Bleeder instructions:

Picture of Instructions
Procedure:
Persons required:
Two persons if using clear plastic bleeding hose or one person with auto brake bleeding
gear.
1.
2.
3.

With ignition switch in “0” position;
Jack up rear wheels and support on jack stands.
Rotate Left Hand Rear Wheel until valve stem is at 12 o’clock.
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Valve Stem

Locking
Lug Nut

Picture of Wheel with valve at 12 o’clock
4.

Remove LHR wheel (with valve stem at 12 o’clock the RDF sensors are at 9
and 3 o’clock and out of harms way if wheel drops onto brake disk);
Valve Stem

RDF Sensors

Picture of location of RDF Sensors
5.

Remove “Wheel House Cover” at back of left hand wheel house, (4 by 8mm
set bolts);

8mm Set
Screws
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Set Screw

Magnetic Lock Valve
Power Connector
6.

Dust Cover (blue) and
Bleed Screw on
Magnetic Locking Valve

Pull off plug connection on high pressure pump motor;

High Pressure Pump
Power Connection

7.
8.

Disconnect the power connection to magnetic locking valve assembly;
Top up fluid reservoir with new brake fluid as per specification contained in
Owner’s Manual;

Bleeding the accumulator, magnetic locking valve and high pressure slave cylinder
on RH upper side of differential
1. Bleeding the accumulator and magnetic locking valve
1. Remove dust cover from magnetic locking valve bleed screw;
2. Clean bleed screw;
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3. Place bleeder hose onto magnetic locking valve bleed screw and place end
into clear bleeder receptacle;
4. Open bleed screw and slowly bleed off accumulator pressure into receptacle;
5. Shut bleed screw;
6. Turn ignition switch to position “2”:
7. Reconnect the electrical plug to pump motor (high pressure pumps runs);
8. Fill the accumulator completely, until the pump motor cuts out automatically;
9. Remove the electrical plug from the pump motor;
10. Bleed the accumulator, via the magnetic locking valve bleed screw, twice or
until clean ‘bubble free’ fluid flows into the receptacle;
11. Shut off bleed screw and disconnect the pump electrical plug;
12. If the bleeding is performed without a pressure bleeder, the reservoir should
be continuously checked and topped up as required;
2. Bleeding the High Pressure Lock Cylinder and Pressure Line
1. Remove dust cover from the bleeder screw of the high pressure slave cylinder;

Bleed Screw
with Dust Cover

Picture of High Pressure Slave Cylinder located on RHS of Transaxle just above
drive shaft inner dust boot
2. Connect the clear auto-bleeder hose onto the bleeder screw and place end of
hose into a clear receptacle and open bleed screw and slowly bleed off initial
pressure;
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3. With ignition on (position 2), reconnect the electrical plug to the pump motor
and pump up the accumulator until the pump motor cuts out (high pressure
cut-out);
4. Top up fluid reservoir;
5. Disconnect power connection to high-pressure pump;

Picture of Jumper Leads connecting the High Pressure Pump power supply to the
Magnetic Lock Valve female power connector
6. Connect the two jumper leads to the pump’s power supply connector;
7. Connect the end of one of the leads to the magnetic locking valve electrical
plug female connector;
8. Use the other jumper lead to make contact with the male connector thereby
activating the magnetic lock valve. This allows high-pressure fluid to bleed
out of the high-pressure slave cylinder;
9. Disconnect the jumper lead from male power connector of the magnetic
locking valve electrical plug when the accumulator is empty (no flow) or fluid
is clean and bubble free;
10. If required re pump up accumulator;
11. Note: If there is no power to the pump electrical connector (due to high
pressure cut out switch open circuited) the relay located at the forward end of
the spare wheel well will have to be removed and the relay jumper lead
connected between terminal 30 & 87;
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Picture of Relay Jumper Lead

Picture of PSD Relay schematic

PSD Relay

Picture showing Relay location in Spare Wheel Well
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Picture showing Jumper Lead Installed
Note: If you use this method to pump up the accumulator then the high pressure cut out
switch may be by-passed, so care must be taken not to overpressurise the accumulator. If
there are concerns relating to overpressurisation, then when the pressure and fluid is
bleed from the accumulator, remove the jumper lead from the relay and reinstall relay
and pump up the accumulator by:
i.
Turn ignition switch to position “2”:
ii.
Reconnect the electrical plug to pump motor (high pressure pumps
runs);
iii. Fill the accumulator completely, until the pump motor cuts out
automatically;
iv.
Remove the electrical plug from the pump motor;
12. Reconnect the power connection to the pump and pump up accumulator and
continue to bleed fluid and pump up accumulator until the fluid is clean and
bubble free as per 5 –9 above;
13. NOTE: Ensure never to allow the level of the fluid to be pumped totally out
of the reservoir (this will ensure that no air is drawn into system);
14. When bleeding completed close off bleed screw, remove bleeder hose and
reinstall dust cap;
15. Turn off ignition switch to the “0” position and reconnect electrical
connections to PSD system pump and magnetic locking valve.
16. Turn ignition switch to the “2’ position to pump up the accumulator; and
17. At he completion of bleeding ensure fluid level is to “Max” position in fluid
reservoir.
“Box up” by reassembling the parts in the reverse order.
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